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Overview of the Bail System
I

What Is Bail?

I

The Purpose

I

Conditions

Figure 1: A bail court
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Background

Racial disparities exist at every stage of the U.S. criminal justice
system. Compared to observably similar whites, blacks are :
I

more likely to be searched for contraband (Antonovics and
Knight 2009)

I

more likely to experience police force (Fryer 2016)

I

more likely to be charged with a serious offense (Rehavi
and Starr 2014)

I

more likely to be convicted (Anwar, Bayer, and Hjalmarrson
2012)
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Two Explanations
1. These racial disparities are driven by statistical
discrimination, or the use of observable group traits such
as race to form accurate beliefs about the unobservable
characteristics of defendants (e.g., Phelps 1972; Arrow
1973).
2. Statistical discrimination alone cannot explain these
disparities, leaving a role for various forms of racial bias,
such as racial animus (e.g., Becker 1957) or inaccurate
racial stereotypes (e.g., Bordalo et al. 2016).
I

However, distinguishing between these two contrasting
explanations remains an empirical challenge.
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Test for Racial Bias

I

Becker (1957, 1993) proposed an outcome test that
compares the success or failure of decisions across
groups at the margin.

I

Infra-marginality problem whites and blacks have different
risk distributions (e.g., Ayres 2002).

I

Two seminal papers circumventing this problem:
I

Knowles et al. (2001) & Anwar and Fang (2006) find no
evidence of relative racial bias in police.
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This Paper

I

New outcome test for identifying racial bias in the context
of bail decisions.

I

Why Bail is an ideal setting?
1. The legal objective of bail judges is narrow, straightforward,
and measurable.
2. It is prone to the kind of inaccurate stereotypes or
categorical heuristics that exacerbate racial bias (e.g., Fryer
and Jackson 2008; Bordalo et al. 2016)
3. Bail decisions are extremely consequential for both white
and black defendants.
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Theoretical Framework
Taste-Based Discrimination

I

The marginal defendant for judge j and race r is the
defendant i for whom the expected cost of release is
exactly equal to the perceived benefit of release
h j
i
j
E αi |ri = r = tr (Vi )

I

Definition 1. Following Becker (1957, 1993), we define
judge j as racially biased against black defendants if
j
j
tW (Vi ) > tB (Vi )

I

Proposition 1. If judge j is racially biased against black
j
j
defendants, then αW > αB .
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Theoretical Framework
Racially Biased Prediction Errors in Risk

I

We can write the perceived cost of release as:
j

Ej [αi |Vi , ri ] = E [αi |Vi , ri ] + τr (Vi )
j

where τr (Vi ) is a prediction error that is allowed to vary by
judge j and defendant race ri
I

Definition 2. We define judge j as making racially biased
prediction errors in risk against black defendants if
j
j
τB (Vi ) > τW (Vi )

I

Proposition 2.If judge j systematically overestimates the
true expected cost of release of black defendants relative
j
j
to white defendants, then αW > αB
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Predictions

I

Proposition 1 predicts:
• No racial bias ⇒ Same probability of pre-trial misconduct
rate.

I

Proposition 2 predicts:
• No systematically making prediction errors in risk varying
with race ⇒ Same probability of pre-trial misconduct rate.
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Estimation
I

Naive OLS doesn’t work!

I

Two complementary estimators for racial bias that use
variation in the release tendencies of quasi-randomly
assigned bail judges to identify differences in pre-trial
misconduct rates at the margin of release.
1. IV Estimator
2. MTE Estimator

• Let Zi be a scalar measure of the assigned judge’s
propensity for pre-trial release for defendant- case i that
takes on values ordered {z0 , . . . , zJ } , where J + 1 is the
number of total judges in the bail system.
I

For example, a value of zj = 0.5 indicates that judge j
releases 50 percent of all defendants.
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IV Setup
Judge Leniency Measure

I

A race-specific estimator using Zi as an instrumental
variable for pre-trial release is valid under the following
three assumptions:
I
I

I

Existence Cov (Releasedi , Zi ) , 0
Exclusion Cov (Zi , vi ) = 0
Assumption 2 assumes that the assigned judge only affects
pre-trial misconduct through the channel of pre-trial release
 


Monotonicity Releasedi zj −Releasedi zj−1 ≥ 0
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Data

1. Philadelphia court records available for all defendants
arrested and charged between 2010 − 2014
2. Miami court records available for all defendants arrested
and charged between 2006 − 2014
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Descriptive Statistics

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics
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Descriptive Statistics

I

Released black defendants are 1.9% points more likely to
be rearrested for a new crime before case disposition.

I

In Philadelphia, released black defendants are 1.4% points
more likely to fail to appear in court compared to white
defendants.

I

Defining pre-trial misconduct as either failure to appear or
rearrest in Philadelphia, and only rearrest in Miami,
released black defendants are 4.1% points more likely to
commit any form of pre-trial misconduct compared to white
defendants.
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Instrument Validity
Existing of First Stage

Released itj = γW Zitj + πW Xit + vitj
Released itj = γB Zitj + πB Xit + vitj

Table 2: First Stage Results
I

Defendant assigned to a bail judge that is 10% points more
likely to release a defendant pre-trial is 3.89% points more
likely to be released pre-trial.
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Results
Yitj = αIV
W Releaseditj + βW Xit + vitj
Yitj = αIV
B Released itj + βB Xit + vitj

Table 3: Pre-trial Release and Criminal Outcomes
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Results
I

Marginally released white defendants are 23.6% points
more likely to be rearrested for any crime compared to
marginally detained white defendants.

I

IV estimates imply that marginally released white
defendants are 22.2% points more likely to be rearrested
prior to disposition than marginally released black
defendants consistent with racial bias against blacks.

I

MTE estimates therefore imply that marginally released
white defendants are 23.1% points more likely to be
rearrested prior to disposition than marginally released
black defendants, consistent with racial bias against black
defendants
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Potential Mechanisms

We want to differentiate between two alternative forms of racial
bias that could explain our findings:
1. Racial animus (e.g., Becker 1957, 1993)
2. Racially biased prediction errors in risk (e.g., Bordalo et al.
2016).
I

Bail judges are making racially biased prediction errors in
risk, potentially due to inaccurate anti-black stereotypes.
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Seeking Mechanism
I

IV and MTE estimates of racial bias are similar among
white and black judges
I

I

I

Either racial animus is not driving our results or that black
and white bail judges harbor equal levels of racial animus
towards black defendants.

Bordalo et al. (2016) anti-black stereotypes should only be
present if blacks are over-represented among the right tail
of the predicted risk distribution relative to whites
Experience!
I

Racial bias is higher in Miami than Philadelphia

I

In Philadelphia, we find no statistically significant evidence
of racial bias under either our IV or MTE estimates,
suggesting the possible importance of experience in
alleviating any prediction errors.
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Risk Distribution

Figure 2: Predicted Risk Distribution by Defendant Race
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Conclusion
I

There is substantial bias against black defendants, ruling
out statistical discrimination as the sole explanation for the
racial disparities in bail.

I

Both white and black bail judges are racially biased against
black defendants, a finding that is inconsistent with most
models of racial animus.

I

Racial bias is significantly higher among both part-time
and inexperienced judges, and descriptive evidence
suggests that experienced judges can better predict
misconduct risk for all defendants.
X These results are most consistent with a model of bail
judges relying on inaccurate stereotypes that exaggerate
the relative danger of releasing black defendants versus
white defendants at the margin.
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Thanks for your attention!
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